NHATS Round 3

Section PT [PERSONALITY TRAITS] Sequence: 38

PT1PRE PT1PRE NOT ON FILE

QUESTION TEXT:

The next questions are about {your/SP's} personality.

PRESS 1 AND ENTER TO CONTINUE

PT2

pt3outgoing R3 PT2A SP IS OUTGOING
pt3organized R3 PT2B SP IS ORGANIZED
pt3warm R3 PT2C SP IS WARM
pt3worrying R3 PT2D SP IS WORRYING
pt3creative R3 PT2E SP IS CREATIVE
pt3talkative R3 PT2F SP IS TALKATIVE
pt3caring R3 PT2G SP IS CARING
pt3nervous R3 PT2H SP IS NERVOUS
pt3imagine R3 PT2I SP IS IMAGINATIVE
pt3thorough R3 PT2J SP IS THOROUGH

DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS:
Use “Same Question Stem” display

If at PT2a, do not display question text in brackets.
Otherwise, display question text in brackets.

QUESTION TEXT:

SHOW CARD PT1

[[Now I will read you a list of words. Please tell me how well each of these words describes {you/SP}.]]

{variable text [a-j]}

RESPONSE [1] a. outgoing
RESPONSE [2] b. organized
RESPONSE [3] c. warm
RESPONSE [4] d. worrying
RESPONSE [5] e. creative
RESPONSE [6] f. talkative
RESPONSE [7] g. caring
RESPONSE [8] h. nervous
RESPONSE [9] i. imaginative
RESPONSE [10] j. thorough

[[Does this word describe {you/him/her} a lot, some, a little, or not at all?]]
CODES:
1  A LOT
2  SOME
3  A LITTLE
4  NOT AT ALL
   REFUSED
   DON'T KNOW

PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIONS:
Array the responses and Variable text columns in the panel.
Display ‘variable text’ in the a-j sequence until all rows have been displayed.

PT3  pt3invention  R3 PT3 INVENTION HELP ACTIVITY

QUESTION TEXT:
Next, we have a different kind of question for you.

Sometimes people invent new things to make daily activities easier, safer, or so people can do them on their own.

Can you tell me about an activity {you have/SP has} trouble with these days where a new invention might help?

ENTER TEXT:

Length  250

PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIONS:
Go to Section CL – Closing.